HÅG FUTU
SIMPLE SURFACE.COMPLEX CORE.

Love at first sight.
Support through a lifetime.
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Elegant & intelligent.
HÅG Futu is a chair that is simple, elegant and very intelligent. Design wise
it is a breath of fresh air in a world of sitting machines. HÅG Futu provides
the best of two worlds; an advanced interior based on HÅG’s new inBalance
technology, and an exciting, streamlined exterior that gives flexibility when
used in different rooms and for different applications.
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Less formal. More free.
With its clean, continuous lines HÅG Futu can be perceived more as a piece
of furniture than a technical aid. ‘Keep it simple’ is a philosophy frequently
quoted by creative individuals. Improvement through simplification is desirable,
and HÅG Futu is based on the same idea. We wanted to make a chair with
a consistent design in order to create harmony with its surroundings. It had
to be simple, easy to use and just as well suited for large office landscapes as
individual offices. This meant transforming all details and technical innovations
– and we are proud of the result: HÅG Futu is both timeless and innovative
in equal measure and will fit well into any office landscape.
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Easy to like. easy to use.
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Greatness at its core.
Even with an extreme focus on form, we would never compromise on functionality.
Even though HÅG Futu is fully functional, it lacks long dominating levers
and unattractive dials that disturb the visual expression. However, behind
the clean, simple design hides an intelligent integrated seat mechanism. Our
demands with respect to comfort, balance and movement are very strict,
and this is why HÅG inBalance is at the core of the chair. This is a unique
technology that allows you to adjust the seat depth by moving the back
backwards, to adjust the tilt resistance with consummate ease according to
individual requirements and ergonomic principles.
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Simple surface.
complex core.
inBalance is the next-generation floating seat mechanism. Following
decades of meticulous work, HÅG presents the technology that ensures that
you sit extremely comfortably and in balance, regardless of whether you are
small and light or taller and heavier. The majority of users will not need to
adjust the tilt resistance. However, those who do want to adjust it, may do so
in a far easier and more comfortable way than previously. Instead of countless
turns of a dial, the chair is adjusted by using a five-step lever – so light to the
touch it can be done using your fingertips.
The chair follows your every movement – either stretching backwards or leaning
forwards to your desk. Best of all, you are in control of the chair and not vice
versa. The inBalance technology ensures that you are extremely comfortable
and in balance. The tilt also has a discreet and pleasant ‘landing’ both forwards
and backwards so you don’t get the feeling of falling off the chair.
HÅG inBalance is nicely packed in a discreet magic box which upholds the
streamlined exterior. Our principle that a good work chair should improve
circulation by keeping the body moving and adding energy, is of course
absolute.
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Quick adjustment.
Immediate joy.
We live in a world full of technology. Every day we are surrounded by expressions
and machinery we need to get to grips with. WAP, MP3, DAB and Mac.
It just can be too much. A lot of people want to liberate themselves from
technology and we have had this in mind when designing HÅG Futu. You
will easily grasp how you adjust the chair so it provides perfect support for
you; for your height and weight. A chair is not something you should have to
study, but something you should sit in.
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Past. Present. Future.
We couldn’t have named the chair HÅG Futu if we didn’t take responsibility
for the future. The name HÅG Futu is inspired by the word ‘future’. HÅG
is aware of its responsibility to society and offers future-oriented sitting
solutions, also in terms of environmentally-friendly, sustainable manufacturing
processes.
HÅG Futu is manufactured using a minimum of resources. Only seven different
material types are used in total, including the textile. HÅG, as a responsible,
sustainable member of society, strives for and shall at all times provide sitting
solutions where all considerations are taken into account.
No environmentally harmful materials are used. This means no composites and
no use of chrome or glue. This is the philosophy behind all of HÅG’s chairs:
Solid and environmentally friendly components. Timeless and consistent design
in even the smallest details.
In common with all of HÅG’s chairs, the environmental profile for HÅG
Futu will be documented in the Environmental Product Declaration (EDP)
– in accordance with ISO 14025. This declaration may be used to objectively
compare environmental profiles for corresponding products. The declaration
also provides an overview of the strain on the environment during manufacture
of the product, in addition to other detailed environmental information.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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97% recyclable
GREENGUARD certified
Environmental declaration in accordance with ISO 14025-EPD
Green electricity certificates
Supplied with a 10 year guarantee
EMAS (Eco Management Audit Scheme)
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think tank.
“Borders? I haven’t seen one, but I have heard they exist in the minds of
some people” said Thor Heyerdahl. A man who was famous for discovering,
exploring and looking towards new horizons. HÅG Futu was created with
the same philosophy in mind.
It all started when HÅG put together several innovative minds in order to
define the office chair of the future. Following exhausting efforts, HÅG’s
new design platform was ready. The next step was to invite three thinkers,
two technicians, three drafters and a couple of creatives along with HÅG’s
product development team for a week-long design studio in the Swedish forests.
Following some intense and long days, concepts and drafts for three new chairs
were developed based on the new platform, amongst them HÅG Futu.
The design platform is of course supported by HÅG’s foundations, and in
combination with the innovative seat mechanism HÅG inBalance, the result
is outstanding. HÅG Futu is an innovative chair in every sense of the word:
based on ergonomics as well as quality, design and environmental standards.
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FutuKnit.
In line with consistency.
A solid fabric with functional design
FutuKnit is a knitted fabric specially designed for HÅG Futu and precisely
shaped and adapted for the chair’s back and seat. The newly-developed fabric
follows HÅG Futu’s concept Simple surface – Complex core.
The exterior of the fabric looks modern and simple, but behind the surface
there are several layers of material that are knitted together using advanced
3D machines. The 3D shape-knitted fabric has good elastic properties that
naturally adapts to the back’s curves, weight and movements. At the same time
it maintains stability and the feeling of comfort. The shape-knitted fabric in
combination with the foamless upholstery provides maximum exploitation of
material, in addition to avoiding folds and unnecessary seams. In this sense
FutuKnit is not only a fabric perfectly suited to the chair’s back and the seat’s
shape, but a fabric that suits everyone and adapts to the curves of any body.
Flexible for different environments
FutuKnit is designed with a discreet and subtle relief structure that breaks
with the light in subdued diagonals. The fabric has a range of colours that
can easily be combined and suit different environments. Eight attractive and
harmonious FutuKnit colours are available for the seat and back. Optionally you
can select the seat fabric from the HÅG Total Colour program in combination
with the back in grey FutuKnit (FTU 002).
Colours in the images and the fabrics
may appear differently. If you want
to see the exact colours, you can
request colour samples from your
HÅG dealer.

FutuKnit colours

Black - FTU 001
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Grey - FTU 002

Blue - FTU 003

Burgundy - FTU 004

Red - FTU 005

Green - FTU 006

Sand - FTU 007

Offwhite - FTU 008
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HÅG Futu characteristics.
Quality
To HÅG, quality standards are an obvious maatter and this of course also
applies to HÅG Futu which complies with European EN 1335 standard in
addition to the demanding American ANSI/BIFMA X5.1 standard. HÅG
Futu can additionally be provided with the Dutch NPR 1813 standard.
Guarantee
HÅG offers a 10-year guarantee on the entire chair. An in addition, HÅG
offers a 10-year guarantee on HÅG Futu upholstered in FutuKnit, or in
combination with HÅG Total Colour standard. HÅG gives a lifetime guarantee
on gas lifts.
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Size and weight for HÅG Futu (in millimetres)
Seat height 165 mm liftomat [1]
Height of back piece [2]
Height of forward supporting point on
back piece and adjustment interval [3]
Seat depth [5]

Height of armrest and adjustment interval [6]
Seat width [7]
Maximum chair width [8]
Diam. footbase [9]
Weight
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HÅG Futu 1020*
400-550
600
170-250
380-460 EN
380-480 NPR
195 - 290
485
625-710
720
16,8 kg
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Adjustment options:
A - Seat height
B - Seat depth
C - Lumbar support
D - HÅG inBalance™ (tilt resistance)
E - Lockable tilt
F - Armrest height
G - Armrest width
H - Foot supports

All adjustments require very little effort and
provide immediate, noticeable change when
activated. No dials or long levers need to be
turned or pulled – only buttons and discreete
handles.
Patent pending.
Design: HÅG Design Studio.
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*Armrests are optional.
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